
New Life in God 

Luke 20:27-38 

 

A family feud is usually an argument on more than one level. Parent and teenager may be 

arguing over a curfew, but on a deeper level it is a conflict about responsibility and 

authority. Today’s Gospel lesson describes a controversy within the Jewish faith family at 

the time of Jesus, “What happens after death?”.  On the surface, it’s a question about the 

interpretation of scripture. But asking this question was more an opportunity to challenge 

Jesus on what he had been doing and saying,…not only on his current visit to Jerusalem 

but throughout his entire ministry.  

Jesus had been preaching and teaching about a new way of living as God’s people. His 

parable of the wicked tenants (Lk 20:9-19), his cleansing of the temple (19:45-47), and his 

sorrow over Jerusalem (19:41-44) have been some of the new aggravations to the chief 

priests, the scribes, and the leaders of the people. Big trouble has been brewing since 

Jesus’ recent momentous entry into the city with welcoming crowds spreading cloaks and 

palm branches on the road for a triumphal procession and shouting, “Blessed is the king 

who comes in the name of the Lord” (19:38).   

In coming into the city, Jesus had placed himself to interact with both the political powers 

and religious powers. The Romans were always alert to any threat of upheaval, while they 

looked to the local religious leaders to deal with matters of faith in ways that did not upset 

public order. The two major religious leaders in the Jewish structure in Jerusalem at the 

time were the Sadducees and the Pharisees.  

The Sadducees were the priestly and aristocratic party within Judaism. Socially and 

theologically conservative, they were concerned with keeping order and maintaining the 

status quo within the temple organization, in worship activities, and in society at large. 

They considered only the Pentateuch, the five books of Moses (Genesis to Deuteronomy) 

to be authoritative. Since the afterlife was not defined or described by Moses, they did not 

believe in it.  
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The Pharisees were more active in the local synagogues. Their teaching of religious law 

offered interpretation based not only on the first five books of scripture but also the 

writings of the prophets and the oral tradition that held a belief in the resurrection of the 

dead. 

Despite their theological differences, the Sadducees and the Pharisees found common 

ground in their opposition to Jesus. The Sadducees put a question to him, about the 

extremely improbable circumstance of one woman with seven dead husbands. The 

question was used, not so much to initiate a conversation, as it was to set a trap…an 

approach which is quite familiar today in politics, in business, in religion, and even in our 

families. The intent of this approach is to make the other participant in the conversation 

appear weak or insignificant, rather than to pursue any compromise or mutual 

understanding.  

This question about marriage had important cultural implications…especially in Judaism 

where the family name and financial security was passed from father to firstborn son. It 

was crucial for a man not to die before having a son. The law, as written in Deuteronomy 

25:5-10 and attributed to Moses, declared that in the event of such a situation the dead 

man’s brother should marry the widow and the first son born from this marriage would 

bear the name of the deceased brother… 

You know, with our current and emerging technology, this rather complicated, obscure, 

confusing question could have a parallel in our 21st-century. Consider this interesting 

scenario of new human re-productive technologies that make it possible for one donor 

parent to contribute the sperm to fertilize the egg from a second donor parent. The 

resulting embryo can be implanted in a third donor parent, the surrogate mother, who 

carries it to term. The child could be given to adoptive parents four and five. Should they 

die unexpectedly, the child could be adopted by another couple, parents six and seven.  So, 

to paraphrase the question of the Sadducees, at the resurrection, “whose child will this 

be”? 
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Interesting as this question might be, the context in Luke 20:27-38 is that we are just a few 

verses ahead (and Jesus is just days ahead) of when the question about resurrection will 

not be so much a matter of public debate and philosophical discussion as it is a matter of 

life and death itself. This is a reminder to us of the importance of discerning when 

prolonged discussions and arguments may be a delaying action or a method of hiding 

deeper issues. The Sadducees’ question is not about interpretation of scripture. It is not 

about an honest interchange of ideas or understanding. The question is an excuse to 

express opposition to Jesus and all that he was saying about new life. His opponents tried 

to force Jesus into a corner, but Jesus quotes Moses to refute those who used Moses as 

their guide. God did not relegate Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob to the emptiness of death. 

Jesus declares that to God who created them, they are alive in God. Jesus goes on to 

proclaim (20:38) that new meaning and purpose are available for all God’s people here and 

now, from the “God not of the dead, but of the living; for to [God] all of them are alive.” 

As you may know, I follow the lectionary for my message selections. Other lections for 

today echo a similar proclamation: Haggai tells us: “Take courage, all you people of the 

land, says the Lord; work, for I am with you, says the Lord of hosts… My spirit abides 

among you; do not fear” (2:4-5). Centuries later, the Christians at Thessalonica are 

similarly called to claim the blessing of God available to them: Now may our Lord Jesus 

Christ himself and God our Father, who loved us and through grace gave us eternal 

comfort and good hope, comfort your hearts and strengthen them in every good work and 

word (2 Thess 2:16-17). Today we are called to courageously live the new life we have in 

God, here and now…Amen. 

 

 

 

 


